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What do people say?
For
“Standardized tests should reflect curriculum taught in 
schools [as opposed to attempting to measure IQ].” Richard C 
Atkinson, Former President of the University of California

“Low-income students, underrepresented students of color, 
and other disadvantaged populations often do not attend 
schools that offer advanced coursework...they often cannot 
afford expensive enrichment opportunities, cannot expect 
lengthy letters of recommendation from overburdened 
teachers…the shortest path for many students to 
demonstrate sufficient preparation is through the SAT/ACT.” 
Stuart Schmill, Dean of Admissions, MIT

“The combination of grades and test scores are the strongest 
predictor of a student's likelihood to succeed in 
college. Grades and test scores serve as a check and 
balance.” Howard Wainer, UPenn Prof and Statistician at ETS

“The College Board's mission isn't to ensure all colleges 
require the SAT; it's to expand access to college for more 
students and help them succeed.”

Against
“These tests are extremely flawed and very unfair. Enough is 
enough.” UC Board of Regents member and lieutenant 
governor Eleni Kounalakis.

“Whether because of self-interest, research, the quest for 
greater diversity, or to remove barriers for low-income 
students, elementary schools, high schools, colleges, and 
graduate schools are recognizing that the belief that tests 
could level the playing field has not been realized.” Akil Bello, 
Founder of Bell Curve Test Prep, and Senior Director of 
Advocacy and Advancement at FairTest

“Caltech's thorough evaluation of academic preparedness has 
always had to go more deeply into applicants' credentials than 
just the examination of standardized test scores.” Jared 
Leadbetter, Chair of First-Year Admissions Committee on 
Standardized Testing at Caltech



The Past



History of standardised testing

•Horace Mann 1840s
•Mass Immigration 1860s-1920s
•Bipartisan 2001 No Child Left Behind Act
•Common Core Standards



History of standardised testing
SAT

• 1899: College Board

• Army Alpha IQ Test

• 1933: Harvard’s Search for 
talent beyond the Northeast

• 1948: GI Bill

• Paradigm Shifts: 1994, 2005, 
2016, and 2023/24

ACT

• 1959: “Not just cognitive 
reasoning…”

• 1989: The Overhaul
• Less Americentric

• 2010: Popularity





The Present



The Present

• 2005: ACT Essay becomes optional

• 2009: College Board Introduces Score Choice

• 2010: ACT surpasses SAT in number of test 
takers

• 2016: SAT paradigm shift

• 2019: ACT endorses superscoring

• 2020: Digital at-home testing was announced 
(both tests)

• 2022: Digital SAT is announced starting 2023



The present

• More than a measurement of college readiness
• Isabella, Maddy, and Raphy

• Why transparency is important
• PSAT (National Merit Scholarship)
• Diagnostic Testing in schools

• Landscape from College Board
• And the Adversity Score

• “the shortest path for many students to demonstrate sufficient 
preparation is through the SAT/ACT” – MIT

• What alternative would be better?



The Future



At-Home Testing



Adaptive Testing
By Question
• Start with question of average 

difficulty
• Next questions are harder/easier 

depending on profile of previous 
answers

• Difficulty tends towards actual ability 
as test progresses

By Section
• First section has questions of a 

range of difficulty levels – everyone 
gets same range

• Estimate of ability is made after 
profile of answers in first section

• Second section has questions of a 
range of difficulty levels centred 
around estimate

In both cases: Final score is determined by whole set of answers, not the 
number correct.



Pros and 
cons of 
Adaptive 
Testing

Pros:
• Measure of ability, not accuracy
• Precise estimate of ability in fewer 

questions
• Allows students to focus on practising 

ability rather than test technique
• Teachers can focus on teaching at the 

relevant level

Cons:
• Need a lot of tested questions



Summary

Tests shifted from IQ to alignment with school curricula and 
essential academic skills

Controversy around correlation with socioeconomic status

Testing allows us to shine a light on disparity in education

Testing is here to stay – but will become more aligned with 
schools’ and students’ needs.



Reflect…
…on what you now think 
about tests, and where the 
focus should be.
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